
Headlight Disassembly

There are a few reasons you might want to disassemble a Z headlight, perhaps to chrome or paint the dark
grey interior piece, or more likely just to clean the inside, which depending how bad yours are, may make a
significant difference to the brightness of your headlights. Take the inside of mine for example:

The mark is where I have moved away some dirt from behind the main projector lens just by touching it with
my finger. Admittedly this is far worse than your average, but even if yours is only half as bad a fair amount of
light is not getting out. Compare yours with other Z's to get an idea, as there seems to be a lot of variance in
the amount of dirt inside headlights. Information on how to fix or prevent broken headlight adjusters is also
included in this article.

This is a moderately time consuming job... around 3 hours EXCLUDING headlight removal from the car, a tech
article for which can be found HERE.

With the headlight removed, start by taking off the 4 metal brackets that hold the rubber outer edge in place
(this can in fact be removed without taking these off, but they have to go for later steps anyway).

There is a bracket on all 4 sides, each has 2 screws holding it on; an example can be seen here (where the
rubber has already been removed).

Next, there are somewhere between 4 and 6 metal clips (there was a different amount on different headlights
from different Z's) which hold the glass down to the headlight, these just pop off when you get a flat head
screwdriver underneath them.
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You're now ready to remove the glass (the fun bit). The glass is held on very well by a glue/sealant which you
can see around the edges. The process in short is to heat up the sealant so that it becomes soft, and pry the
glass off bit by bit. Although I did not do it, I know some people have used an oven to get a bit of uniform heat
into their headlight (after removing all rubber components and the globes). As long as you pay attention to the
temperature (if it's too hot to touch you've gone too far) I think this is the best way of making the sealant
softer. I used a hair dryer and while this worked, it was slow, and didn't softent the sealant particularly well.

The net result was I had to get a little bit forceful at times, and the bottom edge was bent slightly. This caused
problems when trying to get the glass back on a again... you can see the gap here:

I used some clamps, added extra sealant and even some race tape to hold it all together and try and make a
good seal (all that really counts), but the bottom line is just do yourself a favour and avoid it in the first place. I
also chipped a small amount of the glass off, so use a big flat blade screw driver or similar to apply force over a
large area, and make sure the sealant is well softened. A happy medium of force and care has to be found
unless you get it really warm in the oven, so just experiment and err on the side of caution unless nothing is
happenning, in which case maybe it's time to get a bit more aggressive.

Whether you use the oven or not, it doesn't hurt to use a hair dryer to keep things hot and apply a bit of extra
heat where needed. Start at a point where you can get the screw driver underneath and work from there,
prying up bit by bit. Where possible, pry in line with the edge rather that at a right angle to it... force will be
applied over more area that way.
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Eventually you should get all of the edges off and the glass should be seperated (note that leaving the last
edge possibly contributed to the bent front edge on mine, as the last thing I would have done is bent forwards,
pushing the edge down)

If you are going to be doing something special with the dark grey plastic piece (chrome or paint it) you can now
remove it. There are only 2 screws which hold it on:
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Sometimes they are covered by the sealant, which will have to be scraped away. They will probably have
sealant all in the screw threads (of the screw) so just clean it out best you can. Even if not doing anything with
the plastic piece, still remove it, as this gives you access to the back of the main beam projector lens, where
there is quite likely a bit of dirt you'll want to get rid of.

With the headlight glass seperated, give it a good clean with a window cleaning product. Don't touch the inside
once you're done, or the fingerprints will haunt you every time you look at the front of your car  Give the
high beam reflector a clean (remove the low and high beam globes if you haven't already to avoid accidentally
touching them) and try to get behind the projector lens (I was just able to do it with a bit of paper towel and
my finger).. Also give all surfaces a quick wipe down with a wet rag just to pick up any extra dust.

I found some mystery round pellets (no better way to describe them) wrapped in a foam that turned to dust
the instant you touched it. I'm not enitrely sure of their purpose (they absorb moisture, perhaps?) but the foam
they were wrapped in was only going to contribute to more dust in a sealed environment, so I chose to remove
them. I don't know where they originally resided anyway... perhaps just floating around somewhere in a small
nook.

To reassemble follow the above steps in reverse. Putting the piece of glass in place properly and applying some
heat to resoften the sealant should be all that's needed... when cold it is hard so heat it up and it should go
back in place enough for you to seal it up and put the metal clips back on. If things aren't 100% perfect, you
may want to try some extra sealant:

but I think this is maybe overkill provided you've done it right in the first place. Fanatics seeking piece of mind
might consider it.

Fixing the adjusters
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A very high proprotion of Z's (I'd guess 20 - 25%) have at least one broken headlight adjuster. 3 out of the 4
adjustments use gears to alter your turning of a screw from above via 90 degrees to an adjustment of the main
beam lens or the high beam reflector. Nissan chose to use plastic gears for this, and they sometimes split,
meaning you turn the adjuster, but the spindle just freewheels, and the gear itself does not move.

IB has come up with a fairly clever solution for this, be it if you have damaged gears, or you just want to avoid
it happenning in future and you don't want to have to go through removing a headlight again. The plastic gears
can be replaced with gears from a Tamya model car diff assembly... as luck would have it there are metal gears
which have the right internal and external diameter to fit almost perfectly.

The gear set you will need can be seen here (with part number):

Here are some more pics to help you get it sorted out without damaging the internals (Pics supplied by Gerry
Jimenez)
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Only the two largest gears are used, the rest is useless. One set (price is in Australian dollars) will cover ONE
adjuster (one gear for the bit you turn, and one for it to mesh with). Since most people only care about the low
beam and one of the low beam adjustments does not use gears, you may therefore only want to use one gear
set per headlight. However, if you wish, one of the high beam adjusters can also be replaced, requiring 2 sets
per headlight. There is a second high beam adjuster you could do, but it has a different shape on the spindle
which would require you to sand/rasp some material off, which is an undoable process, so only the brave need
apply.

Once you have undone the outer half of the adjuster (held on by 2 screws) the plastic gears come off their
spindle with a bit of prying, if they are split it will be much easier.

The outer half is harder to get the gear off.... you have to lever a bit from above and generally try whatever
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works until it comes off. Don't be concerned if you lodge the screw at a strange angle, you're not damaging
anything.

To get the metal gear back onto the outer half, you will have to hit the top screw head with a hammer with
everything lined up. Remember the way the gear goes up 

As for the gear on the headlight, to get that on I found using a socket and hammer worked.... the socket
pushes on the gear but the spindle goes in the middle and isn't touched.

 

Pictured above is the main beam adjuster you'll want to do.

One of the high beams can also be done, however I managed to do this:
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And you can see the gear still isn't even that far onto the spindle  Considering that the ability to aim the high
beam is not as important as the main beam, I chose not to do this on my headlights.... if you do try it and find
that you are not getting anywhere, rather than tempt fate and hammer harder, maybe file a bit off the spindle
with a small file. Just keep in mind if you take off too much no gears will 'bite' onto it and you'll have the same
problem as a split gear, only harder to fix.

 

When you are all done, this is what it should look like:

Note that the metal gears have a different number of teeth, so a metal gear won't be able to interface with a
plastic one... both must be the same type.

- Blipman
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